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Abstract
Real Time Mission Critical Communication (RTMCC) in emergency situations
can include real-time video and audio calls between peers and first responders
all occurring simultaneously. RTMCC also requires secure end-to-end (E2E)
group communication (GC) sessions against potential security threats during
such incidents. In this paper, we explore all aspects of the possible methods
that are suitable for a software implementation of for session key change during
GC in E2E encryption of RTMCC. Later, we introduce our Entropy Service con-
cept, which can be very effective in secure E2E RTMCC sessions. The proposed
method ensures E2E security in real-time communication systems while allow-
ing very fast session key change for clients involved in an RTMCC session with a
computational complexity of (1). Our experimental results show that the pro-
posed Entropy Service can reduce total time by 99.6% and 99.2%, the idle time
by 99.4% and 98.99%, and the number of messages by 51.4% and 35.33% com-
pared to the key refreshing and hash methods, respectively, when the number
of users in the system increases to 45. These results show that both communi-
cation and computation complexity are significantly reduced with the proposed
RTMCC session key change.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A mission critical (MC) application can help prevent successful completion of an intended operation that may be poten-
tially dangerous. There are many applications of MC systems in rescue, military, search and recovery (mountain/sea),
forest firefighting, disaster and emergency management. Any disruption to MC applications can have direct financial or
life-threatening consequences. At the same time, real-time mission critical communication (RTMCC) technologies that
connect clients in different locations have recently gained extreme importance (eg, in autonomous cars and avionics). In
RTMCC applications, many clients can participate in single group communication (GC) session. This provides great flex-
ibility for industries such as public safety agencies, critical infrastructure (utilities, railroads, and power grid operators)
and governments providing mission-critical services. In the market today, there are well-known GC applications such
as Skype, Webex, and so on, that have been widely deployed and in use for a long time. Unfortunately, although these
applications provide a communication platform with their audio/video calling capabilities, they cannot be considered a
comprehensive solution for GC, especially in the context of a MC service that relies on low-latency communication.
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Various RTMCC services may be present in the portfolio of service providers (SPs) and mobile network operators
(MNOs), which are expected to be diverse in 5G and 6G networks. For example, augmented reality (AR)-assisted virtual
dispatchers can be used by first responders to obtain comprehensive information for on-site decision making, autonomous
machines can perform tasks without human intervention, objects can be identified and analyzed in real time using cam-
eras and sensors, for example, for police special operations, and so on. In RTMCC-based applications, from the end-user’s
perspective, a GC session is first created by an administrator. Then, other users are invited to participate in the GC ses-
sion. The invited users can accept or decline to participate in the proposed GC session. During the GC session, both the
user’s video and the video received from the remote clients are displayed together in the application.

At the same time, RTMCC-based applications should also be secure, resilient and trustworthy, and their performance
should be enhanced with critical security features to protect against serious errors in MC applications. Therefore, data
encryption, client authentication, and per-IP packet integrity checking are crucial in GC sessions.1 One important method
of restricting access to information is encryption and the selective distribution of keys to encrypt group information. How-
ever, this requirement also presents some challenges, as it can be difficult to achieve a high level of security for a large num-
ber of controlled users with simple solutions. Secure RTMCC sessions can be created if an encryption technique is applied
that takes the input group message in RTMCC sessions and uses the cryptographic key to perform some transformations
to produce cipher text. In this way, the messages can be secured with the selected group key, which is known only to the
clients participating in the RTMCC session. However, the clients participating in the RTMCC session may change dynam-
ically over time, making it necessary to update the selected group key. Otherwise, the leaving or excluded group member
can continue to access the group communication. To prevent this, a new key is distributed when a new client joins the
GC session (or an old client leaves the RTMCC session) so that the new (old) client cannot decrypt the previous messages.

One of the security challenges in providing an effective RTMCC session is to control GC access to RTMCC sessions
and their information as efficiently, easily and scalable as possible. In RTMCC session, distributing the group key to valid
clients can be a complex problem.2 As the session membership changes very frequently, an RTMCC session becomes
difficult to administrate. For example, there can be problems with rekeying the group, especially when a client leaves the
RTMCC session. This is because the old key cannot be used within the RTMCC because the leaving client already knows
the old key. For this reason, the master key distributor of the RTMCC session should be able to provide secure keys to the
group in a simple, scalable, and secure manner. Although simple solutions can be used, the cost of using such solutions
in large groups can also be very high.

Asymmetric cryptography seems to be slow, especially when it comes to real-time communication.3 For this rea-
son, using symmetric cryptography methods for encryption during RTMCC sessions is considered more powerful.4 To
encrypt/decrypt the GC session, all clients must have the same symmetric encryption key that is used during the ses-
sion. One simple scheme to rekey the group is to assign a secret key to each client of the group via key distribution center
(KDC). When the distribution of this session key is handled by a server, it is basically called a server-based security mech-
anism. However, this operation is not scalable and simple. It can also be costly since KDC has to encrypt the group key n
times. Additionally only after clients mutually agree on this session key and the key is not kept on the server, end-to-end
(E2E) encryption can be achieved. In this paper, we aim to reduce the delay and the number of messages exchanged dur-
ing session symmetric session key (SSK) changes in a given GC session for RTMCC applications, where more RTMCC
users can be served simultaneously with minimal overhead while ensuring E2E encryption.

1.1 Related work

1.1.1 Studies on group-key management

First responders usually work in groups and need group communication to organize their tasks efficiently. In general,
end-to-end media security is much more complex for group calls than one-to-one calls. In the literature, there are many
studies on Group Key Management (GKM). The surveys in References 2,5,6 examine the various aspects of GKM. In
Reference 2, the authors define three groups, mainly centralized group key management protocols, decentralized archi-
tectures and distributed key management protocols. The concept of distributed key management is based on all clients
agreeing on one SSK in the group. In decentralized key management, nodes are selected as the KDC and in centralized
key management, a central server is positioned as KDC. The study in Reference 7 explains one-way function trees and
chains for providing keys to large domains. None of these studies have an E2E security view as all of these three defined
groups are based on a KDC positioned in a group.
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There are also already solutions for managing post-compromise security and asynchronous group key establishment
with forward secrecy without (n) or (n2) operations for messaging applications. For example, the key trees used in the
messaging layer security (MLS) protocol are an example of this Reference 8. However, these protocols are designed for
asynchronous communications and not for synchronous communications. Moreover, these protocols in future messaging
applications are not yet foreseeable in practical scenarios.

These studies on GKM can be considered similar to the method we propose in this paper, but there are concrete struc-
tural differences arising from the nature of the RTMCC use case. First, RTMCC has fundamentally different architectural
components such as the group management signaling server and the traversal using relays around NAT (TURN) server
for communication. Our proposal is based on the use of the signaling server present in the RTMCC structure and the
entropy values already attached to the messages sent by the server. The definition of an entropy service is another funda-
mental difference. On the other hand, the group concept defined in GKM refers to the clients in a multicast-based data
transmission and has a peer-to-multi-peer messaging capability. The requirement for clients to connect to a TURN server
in RTMCC overrides the tree construction used in the GKM studies. Mandatory communication through a TURN server
makes parallelization of SSK distribution inapplicable with respect to real-world implementations and synchronization
of RTMCC clients inapplicable.

The experimental standard documents of Reference 9 describe the architecture and specifications for symmetric
cryptographic keys management for multicast communications. The structure in multicast groups may indeed have a par-
allelism with the clients participating in a GC. The reason for this similarity is again that a key is created and distributed
to the group. However, in this structure there is peer review and a cooperative key generation structure for other parties
to create a key, which is quite different from our entropy service solution. In Reference 10, application-specific key man-
agement techniques are described, but in this paper, a KDC is responsible for key distribution. In this study, we focus on
maintaining E2E security, and the SSK information is known only to the clients.

1.1.2 E2E Security efforts for real time communications and mission critical services

There are numerous papers in the literature on real-time communications, mission-critical services, and their security
features in the literature.11-13 The third generation partnership project (3GPP) has defined the structure of the private
keys, their transport method, and the distribution architecture for RTMCC in mobile networks.14 In this 3GPP study, the
use of multimedia internet key exchange (MIKEY)-SAKKE key encapsulation for secure session key delivery is presented.
Unfortunately, the 3GPP study does not specify or recommend a key changing method for RTMCC.

The study in Reference 15 presents a self-contained public key management scheme, a scalable method of cryp-
tographic key management that incurs almost no communication overhead for authentication. The proposed method
provides high service availability, but is also suitable for wireless ad-hoc networks. The survey in Reference 16 evaluated
key management schemes for the smart grid. The integration of Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) and Software
Defined Networking (SDN)-based techniques can be used to solve E2E security problems.12,13 On the other hand, con-
gestion control is particularly important to ensure that the network functions properly while providing E2E security.17

The following summarizes some of the relevant research, industry and standardization efforts focused on four distinct
categories:

i Commercial products: Although there are many Web Real-Time Communication (WebRTC)-based applications on
the market, few of them have the E2E encryption feature. For Google Duo, one of the applications that use E2E
encryption, the technical document in Reference 18 describes the method used for the SSK changing. Google Duo
uses the hash functions method for the joining user and the key refreshing method for the exiting user and runs purely
event-driven. The recently issued US patent in Reference 19 describes the key refreshing method and is held by What-
sApp. This patent specifies the key refreshing procedure for RTMCC systems and also defines the client selection
process responsible for distributing the SSK. In this case, it would be reasonable to assume that WhatsApp works
entirely with the key refreshing method.

ii Open source applications: There are also open-source Real Time Communication (RTC) applications, Jitsi and Sig-
nal,20,21 which have recently started supporting E2E encryption. The SSK changing structure in Jitsi and Signal is the
same as that used by Google Duo’s SSK changing method. Janus22 has a test implementation for E2E encryption and
its technology is not yet mature.
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iii Standardization efforts: MC service requirements from the public safety (PS) domain are expressed in the latest 3GPP
releases. Many enablers for mission critical networks are already standardized for 5G in 3GPP and some will be
finalized in Release 17. For example, 3GPP Release 13 introduces the mission-critical push-to-talk (MCPTT) ser-
vice for voice communication,23 Release 14 introduces the mission critical video (MCVideo)24 and mission critical
data (MCData)25 services that enable video communication and data streaming functionalities to public safety users
respectively. The mission critical security architecture, that protects metadata and communications of mission critical
services and provides both signaling and application plane security mechanisms, is currently being studied by 3GPP
TS 33.180.26 Standardization efforts to integrate mission-critical push-to-X services into the network are planned for
Release 18.

iv Research projects: The European Union (EU) H2020 5G ESSENCE project* addresses the management of network
services to provide MC public safety services. Another EU funded project, DARLENE,† aims to deploy technologies
(eg, AR glasses) for law enforcement agencies (LEAs) and first responders to make more informed and faster deci-
sions, especially in mission-critical situations where time is of the essence. Another EU-funded project RESPOND-A
(Next-generation equipment tools and mission-critical strategies for First Responders)‡ is working to develop tech-
nologies based on 5G, AR, Virtual Reality (VR) and autonomous robots to optimize the prediction and assessment of
incidents by first responders during and after disasters. Another EU-funded project CyberSANE,§ aims to improve
security and resilience of critical infrastructures in health, energy, and transport and to enable more dynamic and
collaborative warning and response systems.

1.2 Our contributions

In Reference 27, the defined cryptographic message format can be used to secure the symmetric key. There is a
word-of-the-day field in this message format, but this field is not used for the entropy source and is used to preserve the
freshness of the cryptographic messages. The recently published National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
document in Reference 28 mentions cryptographic services such as the random number generation service, but unfortu-
nately these statements focus on local services and again do not address E2E security use cases. The Entropy as a Service
concept was also introduced by NIST in 201629 and can be evaluated as not yet mature. Although this concept has a
high-level architecture, it is about decentralizing the root of trust in a network. Moreover, there are no defined studies on
its use cases, especially in the RTMCC domain.

Validation of an RTMCC service requires evaluation of the signaling logic, media connectivity, quality-of-service
(QoS), characteristics of large, complex, distributed, and heterogeneous systems.30 In our study, we apply our proposed
entropy service to the RTMCC domain, and the impact of our proposed method directly affects the video and audio qual-
ity of a GC. The long completion time for session key changing in the GC may result in packet and session loss. We
show how entropy messages can be transmitted efficiently and cost-effectively using the group management signaling
server, which can improve response times and increase the daily efficiency of RTMCC services. We also provide additional
implementation capabilities. Our main contributions to this study can be described as follows:

• We present key changing procedures for E2E security in RTMCC and the main reasons for requesting key changing in
encrypted RTMCC sessions.

• We examine the current and possible procedures for changing RTMCC session keys, and also show under what cir-
cumstances the other procedures perform key changes. More specifically, we explain the existing problems of these
procedures.

• We describe our Entropy Service solution and explain its procedure in detail. The performance of the proposed method
in experimental tests shows that the proposed Entropy Service can reduce 99.6% and 99.2% of the total time, 99.4%
and 98.99% of idle time, and 51.4% and 35.33% of the number of messages compared to the Key Refreshing and Hash
functions methods respectively, when the number of users in the system increases to 45.

• With the proposed Entropy Service method, there is no packet loss during the session key change while the highest
quality level of GC can be achieved.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we explain the background of current RTMCC
technologies and provide an overview of the end-to-end security architecture of RTMCC. Section 3 introduces the
event-based methods used in our evaluations. In Section 4, we present our entropy service solution with design guidelines.
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T A B L E 1 Symbols used throughout the paper

Symbol Meaning

Entropy Entropy value

freq_join frequency of client join to GC

threshold threshold set for frequency of client joins to GC

Message Data that is transmitted/received for each client

n triggering interval

SSK_i SSK value at i-th counter

Synch Server synchronization check Boolean value

Hash(x) Hash function for input x

Gen() Generator function

Dist() Function for message distribution to clients

Experimental analysis in Section 5 shows the advantages of our proposed method. Finally, in Section 6, we present the
conclusions of the paper. Table 1 provides a list of symbols used in this paper.

2 USE CASE, ARCHITECTURE AND BACKGROUND

2.1 RTMCC use case

In our scenario, we consider use cases in which emergency situations such as natural disasters, utility failure, health
crises, vehicular accidents have occurred. During an emergency situation, a commander leading rescue operations must
communicate (video and audio) securely and in real time with the response team and civilians, and may also need assis-
tance in receiving video images from drones and other cameras to display on a map or AR screen. For this reason, when
providing MC services, real-time group calling, private calling, and emergency calling features should be enabled, and
sessions should be E2E encrypted for security and privacy reasons. These reliable communications and the network used
by the MC service can be critical, as the difference between a reliable and an unreliable network can be a matter of life and
death in some cases. One of the other reasons for using security mechanisms for communication channels is that commu-
nications between public safety organizations, personnel, or appropriate command and control centers contain sensitive
information, such as victim names, injuries, and other relevant information that should only be accessible to authorized
personnel. For this reason, the confidentiality of data transmission via on-site devices should always be ensured during
this cross-communication.

MC services require that security control teams quickly gain situational awareness (eg, of unattended or dangerous
items, the number of people in a crowded space, and illegal activity by people at surveillance sites) and make quick deci-
sions to address specific tasks. In this regard, secure low-latency RTMCC services provided in crowded areas (eg, airports,
stadiums, and shopping malls) between teams of mobile security officers and security operations centre (SOC) operators
can help improve situational awareness (ie, understand the environment and facilitate coordinated response and tactical
action planning by law enforcement in the event of an active dangerous incident). Therefore, in the event of an incident
or extreme situation, the RTMCC can help expedite mission-critical operations, improve situational awareness for crisis
management, and improve health care provision (assisting first responders and health care personnel in providing care
and assistance) to protect citizens from injury and potential danger. Therefore, secure, reliable and real-time communi-
cations can help clearly identify crisis events so that assistance can be provided rapidly and decisions can be made more
quickly.

2.2 RTMCC security architecture

Figure 1 shows the high-level design of the RTMCC security architecture in general form for a given RTMCC system with
three categories where each of them has first responders such as police, firefighters, and ambulance, and rescue services.
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F I G U R E 1 High-level view of mission critical secure services provided to users belonging to different groups

For example, RTMCC system in Group-1 is for an incident (eg, emergency situations involving police officers, firefighting
squads and emergency medical services requiring transition to more secure and reliable communications due to local
events such as fires or, accidents), Group-2 is for a patrol scene (eg, clients using drones and other vehicles for enhanced
visibility and damage assessment and inspection for surveillance), and Group-3 is for a situation scene (eg, public safety
clients that need to be equipped with prioritized RTMCC systems and network connectivity, eg, due to large regional
events such as earthquakes or floods). The RTMCC system security architecture provides protection between MC groups
and clients. Figure 1 shows a group management signaling server, mission-critical services (push-to-talk, video, and data
services), and the RTMCC clients involved in the communication. The group management signaling server confirms the
suitability of the call. Once approved, a media plane can be established between them in a given GC session.

2.3 Security overview of RTMCC

Figure 2 shows the RTMCC security structure with transport layer security (TLS) for the signaling channel and datagram
transport layer security (DTLS) for the media plane. DTLS is a stream-oriented protocol that is supported by most web
browsers in a built-in structure. This built-in structure of DTLS is ideal for encrypting the RTMCC data plane.31 Moreover,
no prior setup is required before a DTLS is established between peers. Therefore, data plane communication (between
clients) via DTLS sessions is done in a peer-to-peer (P2P) and secure manner. Another requirement is to establish secure
connections between clients and the signaling server. For this reason, a TLS session is established to secure the signaling
messages. Therefore, the signaling messages (session initiation protocol (SIP), eXtensible Messaging and Presence Pro-
tocol (XMPP), etc.) are now securely transmitted within this TLS session. Consequently, the signaling channels and data
planes are secured via a TLS and DTLS connection, respectively.

The focus of the RTMCC protocol is entirely on the specification of the media plane, while the signaling channel
is left as much as possible to the RTMCC application developer. Therefore, RTMCC applications can use various stan-
dardized signaling protocols such as SIP, XMPP, and so on. This means that there is no defined standardized signaling
channel structure in RTMCC.32 The media plane is provided over the Internet and clients send media fragments over
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F I G U R E 2 Security structure of the RTMCC with TLS for signaling channel and DTLS for the media plane

the media gateway using real-time transport protocol (RTP). In situations where clients have different internal network
internet protocol (IP) addresses because they are behind firewalls or network address translations (NATs), certain net-
work policies cause connectivity issues for RTMCC communication. To address this issue, the interactive connectivity
establishment (ICE) protocol is used to determine the possible communication options between a client and the media
gateway of RTMCC.

Private and public keys for DTLS and TLS sessions used in the public key infrastructure (PKI) infrastructure are also
shown in Figure 2. The signaling server establishes a separate TLS session with Client-1 and Client-2. To maintain a TLS
session for the signaling channel, a key exchange method such as internet key exchange (IKE) can be used between the
clients and the signaling server. For the DTLS session, the public keys of Client-1 and Client-2 are stored on the TURN
server. An important point here is that secure real-time protocol (SRTP) is used over the DTLS session to encrypt traffic
at the media plane. Key generation can be done via one of the selected clients or alternatively by the GC administrator.
Instead, the DTLS session is used to distribute the generated session key to other clients that will participate in the GC.
Then, the SRTP used for the media plane transmission performs the encryption over this SSK through all clients.

In summary, for media plane security, a DTLS connection is established and the SSK is securely shared over this DTLS
connection. Thus, the media plane is encrypted with the SSK. An important detail is that the media plane runs over the
DTLS session. SRTP encrypts the media plane over the established SSK using DTLS. Note that the key changing methods
mentioned in this study refer to this SSK used for encryption/decryption at the media plane. E2E security methods in
asynchronous messaging systems are outside the scope of this study.

2.4 Changing symmetric key

There is a need to change the SSK as far as the media plane is concerned. The reason for this is the possibility that a client
that has the key can save the conversation using the man-in-the-middle method after it has left the conversation. This
client recording the conversation can listen to the GC session after it has left the conversation because it already has the
session key. To prevent this, the SSK must be changed every time a client leaves the session. The same applies when a
client is involved in a GC conversation. The symmetric session key must be changed again so that a new client added to
the session does not have access to the previous conversations.

2.5 Key ratcheting

Key ratcheting is a cryptographic method that can only move forward (and not backward) and derives a new key for
each message, one step at a time. Key ratcheting is commonly used for messaging applications.33 The Double Ratchet
algorithm34 is the extension of the protocol and was developed to enable E2E encryption for instant messaging applica-
tions. Key ratcheting is used for the instant messaging part of Signal, WhatsApp and also in Facebook Messenger, Google
Allo, etc. The applications that use Key ratcheting are based on asynchronous communication. However, in RTMCC,
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media and voice communication are synchronous communication types, so Key ratcheting is not considered as a good
solution for RTMCC.

3 EXISTING EVENT DRIVEN KEY CHANGING METHODS

There are three important event-driven methods, Key Refreshing, Hash Functions, and Key Hierarchy. In the event-driven
methods, the event is defined as client joining and leaving the GC. The difference between these two methods occurs
when a client joins the GC. The hash functions method cannot be used when a client leaves the GC. The reason for
this is explained in the following subsections. When the client leaves the GC, a new key refreshing must necessarily be
performed.

3.1 Key refreshing

The first viable method is to create a new key and distribute it to all users, that is, key refreshing. However, since the
system is designed for E2E security, a client must generate the key and distribute it to others via the previously established
DTLS session. The signaling server detects whether the defined join/leave events of the GC have occurred. When a client
joins a session, it must send a message to the signaling server that it is joining the session. The signaling server in turn
sends this message to all other clients to inform them that a new client has joined the session.

Figure 3A shows the key refreshing scheme when Client-5 joins the session. In Figure 3A, the new SSK is generated
by Client-1 and distributed to the other clients by sending direct messages to each of them. Figure 3B shows the same
scheme when Client-5 leaves the session. In this case, Client-1 distributes the newly generated SSK to the remaining
clients in the GC. In addition, the number of messages with the new SSK sent from Client-1 to the clients can be reduced
if a hierarchical tree structure is used. For example, Client-1 sends the new SSK to Client-2 and Client-3, then Client-2 and
Client-3 send the SSK to Client-4 and Client-5, respectively. The use of this type of hierarchical tree structure depends on
the implementation of the RTMCC software. Although this type of structure reduces the load on Client-1 when sending
messages, it does not reduce the total number of messages.

In general, the SSK is created and distributed by the client that initiates the conference. If that client leaves the GC
at its own request or due to network, software, etc. problems, another selected client is responsible for key generation
and distribution. The signaling server can select this backup client to be responsible for the SSK. This selection must be
made beforehand, that is, once the client that initiated the GC leaves, the new client should take over the task in case of
join/leave events. So, the GC session should not be affected.

3.2 Hash functions method

New SSK can be created using hash functions method. The new SSK is created by passing the previous SSK through a hash
function. In this case, all clients in GC must know this hash function. This knowledge can be provided by implementing
the RTMCC software. Thus, when a new client joins GC, the signaling server notifies each client of the arrival of the new
client. Then, each client creates the new SSK by passing the previous key through the specified hash function. The new
client joining the GC can get the hash function information, but it cannot create the new SSK because it does not know the
previous SSK. The newly created SSK is forwarded to this new client by a client responsible for key distribution. Unlike
the key refreshing method, all clients can now create the new SSK. In this case, a client (usually the one that initiated the
GC) must forward the newly created SSK only to the new client that joins the GC.

This process is illustrated in Figure 4. As shown in Figure 4, a new client (Client-5) joins the GC. The signaling server
sends this information to all clients. Then, all clients create the new SSK after passing it through the hash function. At the
same time, Client-1 transmits the new SSK to Client-5. Unfortunately, when a client leaves GC, using the hash function
is useless. This is because the client leaving GC is able to create the new SSK, since the client already knows the hash
function used and the previous SSK.

Enabling a new hash function: Once a client leaves the session, a new hash function can be enabled for the remaining
clients. This way, the client that left the GC session no longer has the hash function information. However, to synchronize
this situation, multiple hash functions must be implemented and maintained in the RTMCC software on the clients. This
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ZEYDAN et al. 9 of 21

(A)

(B)

F I G U R E 3 The processes of the key refreshing scheme (A) Client-5 joins to the GC session (B) Client-5 leaves the GC session

F I G U R E 4 The processes of the using pre-determined hash function in each client attended to the GC and SSK delivery to the new
Client-5

imposes additional costs and burdens on the RTMCC software. Maintaining dozens of hash functions in the software
itself comes at a very high cost to the RTMCC software resources. Moreover, the number of possibilities is limited by
the occupied memory of the alternative hash functions (Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA)-256, SHA-384, SHA-512, etc.).
Therefore, the client that left the GC session can try all these possibilities to get the new SSK.

3.3 Key hierarchy

In this approach, a KDC manages a tree of keys. The encryption keys are stored in the nodes of the tree. Each leaf of the
tree represents a member of the group and contains a key encapsulation key (KED) specific to that member. Each member
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10 of 21 ZEYDAN et al.

T A B L E 2 Complexity comparisons of event-driven methods

Client joins Client leaves

Method
Communication
complexity

Computation
complexity

Communication
complexity

Computation
complexity

Key refreshing (n) (n) (n) (n)

Hash functions (1) (1) Inapplicable. Key refreshing is applied.

Same complexity as key refreshing

Key hierarchy (logn) (logn) (logn) (logn)

Proposed entropy service (1) (1) (1) (1)

receives and maintains a copy of the KED associated with its leaf, as well as the KEDs corresponding to each node on the
path from its parent leaf to the root. The key held by the root of the tree is the group key.

3.4 Complexity of the methods

In analyzing the complexity of the two methods, we examine two aspects. The first aspect is computational complexity.
The computational complexity expresses the total computation that all clients participating in GC must perform. The
second aspect is the communication complexity, which is defined as the total number of message transmissions between
all clients in GC. In the key hierarchy method, for a balanced tree, each member stores at most (log2n)+ 1 keys, where
(log2n) is the height of the tree. Therefore, the complexity for joining and leaving GC is the same, namely (logn). For the
other methods, two complexity analyses are evaluated separately for the cases where clients join/leave GC.

Joining case of a new client: To evaluate the complexity of the key refreshing method, we specify a client that is
responsible for generating and distributing SSK, and this client is called Client-R. When a new client joins the GC, Client-R
sends the message with the new SSK to all n clients. Since this is done with at least n messages, the communication
complexity value for Client-R can be computed as (n). To transmit these messages, Client-R simultaneously encrypts each
message separately with the public key of the other clients. In this case, the computational complexity due to encryption
with these public keys can be given as (n).

When calculating the complexity with the Hash Functions method, not only Client-R, but also all other users create
the new key by processing with the hash function. Client-R will forward only one message to the newly added user. In
this case, the number of messages to be sent is actually one and the communication complexity can be calculated as (1).
Since encryption is performed using only the public key of the newly joined client, Client-R needs to perform only one
computation and the computational complexity value can be specified as (1).

Leaving case of a client: When a client leaves the GC in the key refreshing method, the complexity computation is the
same as in the case when the user joins the GC. However, the hash functions method cannot be used when a client leaves
the GC. When a client leaves the GC, a forced refresh takes place, and the complexity calculation is the same as in key
refreshing method.

In summary, Table 2 shows the comparison of the complexity of the event-driven methods.

4 PROPOSED ENTROPY SERVICE

In this section, we present our entropy service solution for fast SSK changing. The hash functions method has a value
of (1) as the computation and communication complexity in the client connection and this method can be evaluated as
an advanced method for the client connection case. However, unfortunately, the hash functions method cannot be used
when the client is leaving the GC. Although the proposed Entropy Service method can be used for joining clients, the
service shows its most important effect for clients leaving the GC. However, to explain our solution, we need to provide
some information about the functions and role of the RTMCC group management signaling server. The reason is that the
proposed Entropy Service is run by default through the group management signaling server. Moreover, clients do not have
the option to register with or leave this entropy service.
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ZEYDAN et al. 11 of 21

F I G U R E 5 The group key management signaling server gets the join/leave messages from a client and notifies all other clients in the GC

F I G U R E 6 The entropy service embeds the entropy values to the notification messages

4.1 The role of the signaling server

We mentioned in Section 2.2 that RTMCC has a signaling server in its architecture and that it is the task of the sig-
naling server to reserve resources before the GC call is established. Event-driven methods operate depending on the
joining/leaving activities of the client. These methods are notified about these join/leave events via the signaling server.
Namely, when a client joins or leaves the GC, it sends an init or finish style message to the signaling server. The signaling
server receives this message and then forwards it to all other clients in the GC. This initiates the SSK change by ensuring
that the event-driven methods are working. This notification from the signaling server is a message that must occur in
all protocols regardless of the signaling protocol (SIP, XMPP, etc.). This process of the group key management signaling
server is shown in Figure 5.

4.2 Using notification messages

After the signaling server receives a message from the joining/leaving client, it adds an entropy value that it generates and
embeds in an appropriate field within those messages. An important point here is that the communication between the
signaling server and the clients is secured with TLS, as described in Section 2.3 These TLS connections are established
individually for each client. Figure 6 shows the use of a group key management signaling server to embed entropy values
in the notification messages.
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12 of 21 ZEYDAN et al.

This entropy value is in fact equivalent to a random number. To create a large space for random number generation,
it is ideal to generate a random number with a length of at least 256 bits. This way, no additional messaging is required
to send entropy values beyond those already sent by the signaling server. Thus, the entropy value is transmitted to the
clients without any additional communication or computation overhead. Since clients joining or leaving the GC do not
receive notification messages, they cannot create a new SSK.

For the XMPP-based signaling implementations, the entropy value can be defined as an additional attribute field to
the currently defined Extensible Markup Language (XML) schema. In our proposal, we also take advantage of the fact
that the RTMCC signaling channel is not yet standardized.32

4.3 Security enhancements for group management signaling server

Within the central processing unit (CPU) of the signaling server, memory encryption enables secure computation of
user-level applications in the operating system (OS) code with predefined memory regions. These parts of memory are
called enclaves, whose contents are protected and other applications (processes) cannot read this part or extract data to
outside the enclave. Moreover, processes with higher privilege levels cannot access the data stored in enclaves.

Consequently, memory encryption is a good protection mechanism for the creation of the entropy value against
attacks,35 so that even the group management signaling server has no knowledge of the entropy value sent. This type of
technology is used by vendors such as Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX),36 AMD Memory Encryption Technology,37

and so on. Data transmission between the RTMCC signaling server and an enclave can be done using software techniques
provided for the enclaves.38 Since encrypted memory pages are controlled via the OS, OS tightening39 can also support
secure operations for data transfer between RTMCC and enclave.

4.4 Computation process in clients

Clients must extract the entropy value from the notification they receive. This entropy value is used to generate a new key
that is completely different from the old key. For this purpose, the entropy value and the old key are concatenated using a
cryptographic key derivation function (KDF). The result of the KDF is passed through a one-way function similar to the
hash functions method. In this way, the new SSK is generated by the client.

During the operation performed with the clients in the proposed Entropy Service, the outgoing client that does not have
the entropy value cannot generate a new SSK. Therefore, the communication and computation complexity values in our
proposed Entropy Service method are computed as (1) both when a client joins and when it leaves. Note that all the clients
perform computations in parallel and moreover no new messages can be received unless they are notifications from the
signaling server. Therefore, the number of notification messages with the proposed method is n. However, these messages
are not newly created messages but messages already sent by the signaling server in which entropy values are added.
This no new complexity is added to the system. Since the signaling server creates these messages once, the complexity is
consequently (1).

4.5 Synchronization

It may happen that two or more users join or leave the GC very soon. In this case, the signaling server sends separate
messages to the users for each joining/leaving event. If this situation occurs repeatedly, there is a possibility that the syn-
chronization of the clients will be disrupted. In other words, the clients need to be informed about which entropy value
should be processed at that moment. For this purpose, the periodic keep-alive messages that the signaling server has
already sent can be used to determine the existence of the clients. Keep-alive messages are sent to clients at much shorter
intervals than notification messages. By adding a descriptive number for the current entropy value in these keep-alive
messages, it is possible to publish which entropy value number is currently valid for the computation process of all
clients.
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ZEYDAN et al. 13 of 21

4.6 Client muting functionality

A client may perform many join and leave operations concurrently. The reason may be that the client has a problem with
the network connection or with its own terminal. In this case, however, too many SSK changes are made. To prevent this,
it is necessary to mute this client. If the client is muted, it will not be able to connect to GC. Moreover, if this client is
ignored to trigger the SSK change, the security measures are weakened, which is not desirable. In this case, if it is found
that a client frequently joins and leaves the GC, the system can be switched to the time-triggered method for a period of
time.

Finally, in Algorithm 1, we provide the pseudocode for the overall process of the proposed method.

5 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

This section provides details about the emulation environment and the analysis of the results. Since our proposal is
event-driven, we made comparisons with the event-driven methods mentioned earlier (namely, key refreshing and hash
functions methods) in our experimental tests. Note that the evaluation of the key hierarchy is excluded due to its lesser
use in industrial applications compared to other methods.

5.1 Details of the emulation setup

We emulated each method using mpi4py40 on a 48-core Ubuntu 20.04 system. We use parallel computing programming
on this system. We use a predefined core as a signaling server. Each remaining core is positioned as a separate client.
Therefore, the implementation is done so that only the transactions associated with each client are executed in the client’s
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14 of 21 ZEYDAN et al.

dedicated core. All message traffic ((between the signaling server and clients) or (between clients)) in this system is actu-
ally messages between cores. A single core is specified as an actor client that joins or leaves the GC depending on the
scenario.

The following is a summary of the steps taken for the test:

1. Initialization (a) Public Key Generation (b) Public Key Distribution (c) Symmetric Key Generation (d) Synchroniza-
tion

2. Operation
3. Finalization (a) Synchronization (b) Assertion

The Initialization and Finalization steps are the same for each method being compared. The Operation steps are per-
formed separately depending on the content of each method (key refreshing, hash functions, and entropy service). The
SSK shared by each method is a 256-bit key. For hash functions and our proposed entropy service methods, clients perform
a hash operation to generate the new SSK. We used the SHA-256 hash function for these operations. For the concatena-
tion function of the entropy service, we used Password-Based Key Derivation Function2 (PBKDF2)-Hash-based Message
Authentication Code (HMAC)-SHA256 as KDF, one of the most commonly password hashing algorithms for deriving
keys from a password.

In the Initialization step, the public and private keys are generated. Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) keys with a
length of 2048 bits are generated for each client. Then, the public keys are distributed so that each client has the
public key of every other participant. The private keys are client-specific. These public and private keys are used to
share the SSK. Namely, we have synchronized each client so that all clients are ready to proceed with the Operation
step.

In the Operation step, each client follows the SSK changing procedure specified by the methods (key refreshing, hash
functions, entropy service). In the Finalization step, we ensure that each client completes the Operation step by resyn-
chronizing the clients. We also ensure that each client has exactly the same SSK (except for the actor (or master) client
when it leaves the GC).

For a fair evaluation, we only measure the metrics between the operation steps and the final synchronization steps.
The metrics observed are the number of messages, idle time and total time. Idle time represents the average CPU idle time
until the SSK change is completed for all clients involved in the GC session. The total time represents the average time
taken to complete the SSK change between all clients, and the number of messages is the average number of messages
exchanged during the SSK change. The number of messages is calculated by counting the message function calls for the
client leave and join messages sent by the server and the key change messages sent by the client (usually the one that
initiated the GC).

5.2 Results

In our tests, we compared our entropy service method from Section 4 with the event-driven methods explained in
Section 3. We tested the entropy service, the hash functions, and the key refreshing methods using the cases of joining
and leaving clients. Note that the hash functions method cannot be used when a client leaves the GC. For this reason,
we use the key refreshing method for hash functions (as in Google Duo) when a client leaves the GC. To show the per-
formance of the different methods with the same number of clients, we emulated the hash functions method for clients
joining with hash functions and for clients leaving the GC using the key refreshing method. All tests are run 100 times
and the average of the results is calculated and shown in the graphs.

Figure 7 shows the average values of the convergence time for all clients after the SSK is changed while the number of
clients participating in GC increases. It can be observed that the number of messages increases when the number of users
in the system increases as expected. For example, in Entropy Service, if there are 5 users and 1 user joins, there are 5 join
messages and 1 key information message, while if 1 user leaves, there are 4 leave messages. For Key Refreshing method,
if there are 5 users and 1 joins, there are 5 join messages and 5 new key messages, while if 1 user leaves, there are 4 leave
messages and 3 new key messages. For Hash Functions, if there are 5 users and 1 user joins, there are 5 join messages and
1 new currently in use key message in the GC session.

Figure 7 shows that the proposed Entropy Service can save 98.7% and 98.3% of the total time compared to Key Refresh-
ing and Hash Functions, respectively, when the number of clients is 5 and an additional user leaves or joins GC. If we
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F I G U R E 7 Comparison of the average total time for SSK change convergence over all users with the proposed Entropy Service method
and event-driven methods

F I G U R E 8 Comparisons of average idle time of all users with the proposed entropy service method and event-driven methods

increase the number of clients to 45, the time savings compared to the Key Refreshing and Hash Functions methods are
99.6% and 99.2%, respectively. Note that while both the Hash Functions and Entropy Service methods also use hash-
ing, the Hash Functions method is slower than the proposed method. This is because Hash Functions require a large
number of messages to change the SSK (which is also described in more detail in Figure 9). Although all methods use
RSA-2048 encryption/decryption, the Key Refreshing method incurs a higher overhead due to the large number of message
exchanges.

Figure 8 shows the idle time values for all clients after an SSK change, when the number of clients participating in GC
increases. It can be observed that the idle time increases when the number of users in the system increases, as expected
for all the considered methods. Figure 8 shows that the proposed Entropy Service can reduce the idle time by 98.4% and
98.3% compared to Key Refreshing and Hash Functions, respectively, when the number of clients is 5. When we increase
the number of clients to 45, the idle time reductions are 99.4% and 98.99% compared to Key Refreshing and Hash Functions
methods, respectively. The reason for the lower idle time in the proposed Entropy Service is that the entropy value is
transmitted to the clients without any additional communication or computation overhead. Therefore, no notification
messages are sent to the clients joining or leaving the GC, and hence no new SSK is created, which reduces the idle time.

Figure 9 shows the total number of messages for all clients after an SSK change when the number of clients par-
ticipating in GC increases. It can be observed that the number of messages increases when the number of users in the
system increases as expected for all the methods studied. Figure 9 shows that the proposed Entropy Service can reduce the
number of messages by 64.7% and 53.8% compared to Key Refreshing and Hash Functions, respectively, when the num-
ber of clients is 5. When we increase the number of clients to 45, the reductions are 51.4% and 35.33% compared to Key
Refreshing and Hash Functions methods, respectively. The improvement in messaging is achieved by having clients rely
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16 of 21 ZEYDAN et al.

F I G U R E 9 Overall number of message comparisons of the proposed entropy service method with event-driven methods

on a master client that distributes (the same) new key material to the many clients. This avoids (n2) network communi-
cation complexity that would arise if every client negotiated new keys with every other client. Moreover, the main reason
for the increased number of messages in Hash Functions is due to the fact that in this method, the newly created SSK is
also forwarded to the joining new client by the client responsible for key distribution. On the other hand, the number of
messages is the highest in Key Refreshing because the signaling server sends a join/leave message to all other clients to
inform them that a new client has joined or left the session. In addition, a designated client must generate the new key
and distribute it to others in case of join/leave events.

The experimental tests emulate an environment where there are no network delays and congestion. Even without
network delays and congestion, the entropy service performs very well, both in terms of user CPU idle time and total
convergence time. When network delays and congestion are also taken into account, the advantage is even greater than
the Key Refreshing method. The main reason for the high advantage is that both the communication and computational
complexity of the Entropy Service method is (1). We would also like to point out that the Hash Functions method cannot
be used in cases when the client leaves. The test results also confirm our analysis. The performance improvement shown
here ensures that no session, video frame, or audio is lost when SSK changes in a GC.

In summary, the above results show that the proposed Entropy Service can achieve significant performance gains in
terms of total time, idle time, and number of messages compared to key refreshing especially a large number of clients
are involved in RTMCC GC. Compared to the Hash Functions method, the gains are relatively smaller, but the Entropy
Service still performs the best among the two event-driven methods.

5.3 Discussions

In the key refresh method, a client generates the SSK. However, the computing power of a signaling server in RTMCC
communication can be considered much higher than that of a client. Therefore, this high computing power of the server
enables pure random number generation, which adds important layer of security to the system. Considering that reliabil-
ity is also a security requirement, it is clear that the faster SSK change with Entropy Service is more reliable and does not
allow frame/packet or session loss in a GC. This is due to the smaller number of messages resulting in a lower probability
of frame/packet loss and mitigating synchronization issues (by embedding a descriptive number for the current entropy
value in the periodic keep-alive messages). Note also that in practical applications, frame loss after key refreshing can be
prevented if the new SSK is not used immediately (as in Google Duo’s hash functions method and the proposed entropy
service method).

The results in Figures 7 and 8 show that after reaching a certain number of users (about 30 users), the increase in idle
time and total time for join/leave of a client for the proposed Entropy Service is no longer significant. These results show
that as the number of clients increases, a saturation point tends to be reached.

Moreover, in the proposed Entropy Service method, the signaling server knows only one entropy value and does not
have the information of the previous SSK, so the E2E security is not violated. The Entropy Service solution has good
performance metrics, but if the entropy server sends the entropy to the client leaving the system the client can still generate
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ZEYDAN et al. 17 of 21

the next key. Thus, the security weakness in the proposed method occurs only when the client and the signaling server
cooperate. In this case, the user leaving the GC must penetrate into the signaling server and seize the entropy value.
However, the same weakness applies to the key refresh and hash functions methods. This is because the client leaving the
GC can attack another client and obtain the SSK directly. However, cooperation between the clients (which is sufficient
to break Key Refreshing and Hash Functions methods) is more likely than cooperation between the server and the client
(which is sufficient to break the proposed Entropy Service method). On the other hand, other schemes have indeed been
proposed to achieve “lawful access” (see, for example¶). Thus, the threat is quite plausible and cannot be simply waved
away. Indeed, it is one of the greatest threats to any E2E encryption system. Thus, our proposal does not pose any greater
security risk than existing methods. Moreover, considering that it is more difficult to break into a server than into a client
terminal, we can say that our proposed method is more secure in this respect.

Communication between the group management signaling server and clients is secured with TLS. This prevents leav-
ing clients from monitoring the notification messages and obtaining the entropy value sent to the clients. There is also a
risk that two users will always agree with each other. The one who continues the GC session can record the rest of the
conversations and forward them to the client who left the GC. However, this is also a situation that cannot be prevented
anyway during SSK changing.41

Attack models and key risks in proposed GKM: There are many attack models, depending on the specific capabilities
of the attackers and where they can be placed, for example, in the server or in the client. We discuss semi-formal attack
models in the following four main categories42:

i Known-ciphertext attacks are attacks that aim to obtain secret keys from known ciphertexts. The proposed system pro-
vides backward secrecy by changing the group’s session keys after client joining/leaving. Thus, the known-ciphertext
is no longer valid after another joining/leaving. The chosen hash function must be secure against collisions and
collision attacks.

ii Known-message attacks are implemented by using existing message-tag pairs to compute secret keys. The hash
algorithm must be secure against birthday attacks in a GC. The birthday attack is a type of brute force attack that
exploits the mathematics behind the birthday problem in probability theory. The success of this attack depends largely
on the higher probability of collisions between random attack attempts and a fixed degree of permutations.

iii Chosen-message attacks are used to eavesdrop on encrypted messages by instructing legitimate users to transmit spe-
cific messages. Pre-image attacks on cryptographic hash functions of the proposed system attempt to find a message
that has a specific hash value. The cryptographic hash function used in GC should also resist attacks on its pre-image,
that is, the set of possible inputs.

iv Chosen-ciphertext attacks decrypt ciphertexts by instructing legitimate users to faithfully decrypt the ciphertext
queried by adversaries. As described in Reference 43, suitable hash functions are defined as secure against adaptive
chosen ciphertext attack if their advantage to any efficient adversary is negligible.

There are other possible attack models in our semi-formal analysis as well. These other common security threats in
the network and transport layers are:

• Distinguishing attacks aim at finding non-random behaviors of the algorithm. Since symmetric encryption is used for
real-time communication in the system, the nature of permutation operations in symmetric encryption operations
makes this system immune to these types of attacks.

• Related-key attacks aim to extract related master keys by finding linear relationships between them. Stream ciphers that
are no longer used in industry, such as Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) and KASUMI, can be broken by these types of
attacks. Modern stream ciphers do not have these types of vulnerabilities. In addition, post-quantum cryptography44

can increase immunity to these attacks.
• Side-channel attacks aim to obtain physical information (eg, timing, power consumption, and electrical leaks in circuit).

These attacks can infer data from GC in a temporal manner and can cause disruption (eg, latency and jitter) to a
time-limited MC service in a shared infrastructure. The risk can be minimized by design and implementation on the
hardware of the MC device that takes side channels into account.

• Resource Hijacking aims to abuse shared resource quotas to disrupt a single MC service by having services request
more resources from the shared pool, thus compromising the availability of the service due to lack of resources. These
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types of vulnerabilities originate from the endpoint software. Therefore, the use of Mobile Device Management (MDM)
solutions can prevent these attacks.

• Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks aim to deny MC service to valid users, resulting in excessive distributed
and synchronized network access. These attacks are possible in the areas of network management, GC isolation,
and end-user node security. Poorly functioning infrastructure can compromise the availability and confidentiality of
RTMCC services. On the other hand, recent advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and high computing power can
help develop adversarial defenses.

• Security vulnerabilities on some end-devices (hardware/firmware/software) can introduce malware (computer worms
and viruses) and zero-day exploits (software-based malicious behaviors) between devices in GC, which can inadver-
tently lead to a breach of confidentiality and unauthorized access.

• An impersonation attack is possible in the GC access authentication security domain. If an attacker captures a token
or impersonates an element of the GC system, an authorization and authentication breach may occur. An attacker
who obtains a stolen MC end-user device can perform this type of attack. The security of end-devices such as personal
identification number (PIN) codes or remote emergency erase via MDM can be used against stolen or lost end-user
devices.

• Eavesdropping attacks can occur when an attacker can monitor traffic (video or voice) and also understand the RTMCC
configuration violating confidentiality. Mitigation actions and risk analysis have been previously defined in four main
categories.

• Tampering traffic involves the malicious modification of data, which includes unauthorized changes to both persistent
data and streaming data. This type of attack can always occur in a messaging system. The proposed system ensures
that network traffic is always encrypted and complies with forward and backward secrecy.

• Data leakage happens due to activities performed by malicious users to gain access to GC information. This type of
attack can be prevented with a secure end-device. The OS in the end-device of the MC service must be hardened OS.
Moreover, the cryptographic keys must be stored in the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) chips inside the devices. The
software must be executed in Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) areas.

• Compromised/insider attacks aim to compromise devices so that they can become potential surveillance devices for
adversaries and unauthorized users. By gaining control of the GC patterns of the devices, that can control features such
as the frequency of message triggering and synchronization between devices. These types of attacks can be mitigated
through the use of hardware-based external provisioning devices such as crypto ignition keys (CIKs) or smart cards.

• The potential threat of attacks from quantum computers increases the requirements for advanced encryption/decryption
techniques. Existing traditional algorithms based on traditional PKI are at risk of being attacked by quantum com-
puters. Therefore, advances in quantum computing have accelerated the early adoption and testing of post quantum
cryptography (PQC) algorithms. However, their existence in the network domain are still under investigation and there
are many challenges to overcome.44,45

Finally, Table 3 summarizes the comparisons in terms of limitations, benefits and characteristics of each of the key
change strategies discussed above, namely Key Refreshing, Hash Functions, Key Hierarchy and the proposed Entropy
Service methods discussed in this paper.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this paper, we have explored all aspects of the possible methods that are suitable for a software implementation of SSK
changing in E2E encryption of RTMCC. First, we present key changing procedures for E2E security of RTMCC systems
in real-world application scenarios and the main reasons for requesting key changing in encrypted RTMCC sessions. We
then examine the current and potential methods for changing RTMCC session keys and show under what circumstances
the other existing methods perform key changes. Then, we propose how our proposal satisfies the need for fast SSK
changing and is also easy to develop in terms of software implementation with a computational complexity of (1). We
then explain our entropy service solution with its implementation features such as synchronization and client muting.

Thanks to our test results and analysis, we showed that SSK change can be performed quickly with our solution.
The performance of the proposed method in experimental tests shows that the proposed Entropy Service method can
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T A B L E 3 Comparisons of key change methods: key refreshing, hash functions and entropy service to provide RTMCC GC services
Key
change strategy Characteristics Limitations Advantages/benefits

Key refreshing strategy • Predetermined client
generates SSK.

• Predetermined client dis-
tributes SSK to each client
separately.

• Too many client messages for
SSK distribution.

• High convergence time due
to message arrival latency.

• Predetermined client
performs too many
calculations.

• Simplest and naive
method

• Requires no secu-
rity knowledge for
programmers.

• Easy to implement

Hash functions strategy • Each user knows the hash
function in advance.

• The previous SSK is passed
through hash function

• Cannot be used for leaving
clients.

• High development complex-
ity due to different imple-
mentation of user join &
leave.

• Less messaging for

• SSK distribution.

• Less computation among
clients overall.

Key hierarchy strategy • A tree of keys is created.

• The nodes of the tree contain
key encryption keys

• Session keys are distributed to
leaf members using these keys.

• The entire system is executed
in a stateful manner.

• The states must be main-
tained seamlessly.

• An additional key encapsula-
tion operation is required.

• The centre of tree is a single
point of failure.

• Implementation via multi-
cast messaging is relatively
simple.

• The centre of the tree does
not rely on an entity for
access control & key distri-
bution.

• Forward and backward
secrecy can be easily
implemented.

Entropy service strategy • Signaling server performs
Entropy Service.

• Inserts entropy values in noti-
fication messages.

• Requires server-side devel-
opment.

• An additional concatenation
operation is required.

• Can be used when a client
leaves the GC.

• Provides a fast SSK chang-
ing

• Guarantees high GC qual-
ity without session &
frame losses.

reduce 99.6% and 99.2% of the total time, 99.4% and 98.99% of the idle time and 51.4% and 35.33% of the number of
messages compared to the Key Refreshing and Hash Functions methods respectively, when the number of users in the GC
is 45. Although we take advantage of the non-standard signaling structure of RTMCC, our proposed solution is actually
applicable to all RTMCC systems.

One of the important future directions in SSK changing is to standardize the process that RTMCC applications can use
in real-world application scenarios. Another direction is to leverage recent developments in PQC algorithms to improve
resilience of SSK change to future quantum computers.
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